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Sendbird API enables group voice and 
video calls for any app 

Sendbird, a platform that companies such as ServiceNow, Reddit, and 
Korea Telecom use to embed voice, video, and messaging features into 
their apps, has updated its application programming interface (API) to 
support group calls 

LogDNA adds browser logging for 
DevOps teams for web app debug-
ging  

LogDNA’s new Browser Logger resolves this need by capturing errors 
and logs on the client and synchronizes them alongside server-side 
logs, thus allowing developers to understand log data from the brows-
er to effectively debug client-side errors. 

Appfire Acquires Atlassian Cloud 
Apps and Trello Power-Ups from Liz-
ard Brain 

“Atlassian makes it possible for developers to build a profitable and 
successful company by letting them focus on what they do best — cod-
ing — while the Atlassian Marketplace helps customers discover your 
apps. 

Announcing Cord Tools, DevOps for 
Adobe Experience Manager 

Cord Tools is an automated DevOps solution for users of Experience 
Manager, whether they are self-hosted on Adobe Managed Services or 
using Adobe Experience Manager as a Cloud Service. 

Digital avatar startup Genies raises 
$65M from Bond, Dapper Laps and 
Coinbase  

Genies is already rolling out its new marketplace and platform to beta 
users who can test using Giphy’s distribution network via a custom in-
tegration 

CentOS alternative AlmaLinux gets 
commercial support 

Like CentOS, before Red Hat transformed it, AlmaLinux will still be 
available for free, but if you need Linux support, its parent company 
CloudLinux will be there for you. 

Twitter will now let anyone with 600 
or more followers host its audio 
Spaces on mobile 

Twitter also revealed a feature that Clubhouse doesn’t have: Twitter 
plans to offer a way for users to monetize Spaces through ticketing. 

Opsera Raises $15 Million Series a 
Funding to Lead Continuous Orches-
tration of Devops and Software Deliv-
ery 

Opsera simplifies the set-up, use, and management of commercial and 
open-source tools across the DevOps ecosystem, and correlates and 
unifies data to provide contextualized diagnostics, metrics and actiona-
ble insights 

env0 Extends Infrastructure as Code 
Automation Platform with Custom 
Flows 

“env0 is focused on increasing DevOps efficiency and control with the 
addition of Custom Flows, enabling their customers to work with the 
widest array of tools including Python, G Cloud, Ansible, CloudFor-
mation and more.” 

11/24/2020 Orange County Dept of Education - Multiple Positions 

1/15/2021 Swimlane - Multiple positions 

1/22/2021 Open Raven - Multiple positions 

 

Clarabridge Launches AI-Augmented 
Quality Management Solution  

The Clarabridge QM solution is people-focused and outcome orient-
ed, with agent evaluation based on known drivers of desired busi-
ness results derived through Clarabridge’s Natural Language Under-

Accenture Acquires Core Compete 
to Boost AI-based Cloud Computing 

Founded in 2012, Core Compete’s team of more than 260 profes-
sionals will join Accenture’s Applied Intelligence practice, strengthen-
ing how the company helps clients shape and execute their cloud-

Expert.ai Adds Human-like Under-
standing Capabilities to its Natural 
Language API 

The new extension addresses one of the biggest challenges artificial 
intelligence developers face in the NL ecosystem – extracting emo-
tions in large-scale texts and identifying stylometric data driving a 

AI chip startup NeuReality introduc-
es its NR1-P object-oriented hard-
ware architecture 

NeuReality targets deep learning inference workloads on the edge, 
aiming to reduce CAPEX and OPEX for infrastructure owners 

Wix acquires Rise.ai to bolster its 
customer re-engagement offerings 

With its AI-based software, Rise.ai enables merchants to send cus-
tomized gift cards, rewards, and store credit refund programs to cus-
tomers.  

Microsoft's new open-source tool 
could stop your AI from getting 
hacked 

Microsoft has released an open-source tool called Counterfit that 
helps developers test the security of artificial intelligence (AI) sys-
tems. 

Appen Combats Biased AI with Di-
verse Training Data Sets for NLP Ini-
tiatives 

Appen has developed diverse training data sets for AI models, partic-
ularly natural language processing (NLP) initiatives to ensure end us-
ers receive the same experience, no matter their language variety, 

Facebook’s DINO enables self-
supervised learning for computer 
vision AI  

The researchers said that by combining these with DINO’s “self-
attention layers,” the model is capable of building a “high-level un-
derstanding” of each scene it is shown. 

Artificial intelligence startup Actuate 
raises $8M funding for gun-
detection AI security tech to keep 

Actuate is adding a critical layer of automation and intelligence to 
support data-driven security decisions and enhanced vigilance. 

New AI Tool Calculates Materials’ 
Stress and Strain Based on Photos 

The approach could one day eliminate the need for arduous physics-
based calculations, instead relying on computer vision and machine 
learning to generate estimates in real time. 
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